
 

  

 

SOS Rudder Pacific Emergency rudder for yachts that already use a 
Windpilot Pacific 

SOS Rudder Solo Emergency rudder for yachts that do not already 
use a Windpilot 

  
Technical details: rudder blade depth freely adjustable 
  
 rudder bearings freely adjustable 
  
 tiller freely adjustable 
  
 smart grip hooks for rapid installation 
  
 Teflon bearings 
  
 unlimited installation options 
  
 auxiliary rudder can be removed from shaft 
  
 tiller can be removed from shaft 
  
 buoyant rotomoulded polyethylene rudder 
  
Available in two sizes:  
  
SOS Rudder Pacific I < 40 feet 
SOS Rudder Pacific II < 60 feet 
  
SOS Rudder Solo I < 40 Fuss 
SOS Rudder Solo II < 60 Fuss 
  
Weight: 23 - 30 kg 
  
Rudder bag 130 x 40 x 20 cm 
  

  

Initial installation:  
  
SOS Rudder Pacific attach at the top using existing Pacific bracket 

 attach at the bottom using extra bracket and 
quick-engage grip hook 

 remove and store below deck in rudder bag when 
not in use 

 upper bracket used for Pacific in normal operation 

 lower bracket securely blocked in normal 
operation using the blank 



  

SOS Rudder Solo attach top and bottom using two brackets and 
quick-fit grip hooks 

 remove and store below deck in rudder bag when 
not in use 

 both brackets securely blocked in normal 
operation using the blanks 

  
SOS Rudder operation:  
  
SOS Rudder Pacific remove Pacific from its mounting bracket 
 remove the blank from the lower bracket 

 mount the SoS rudder on the upper and lower 
brackets 

 tighten the two bolts at the top and the one at the 
bottom 

 ready to go! 
  
SOS Rudder Solo remove the blanks from the two brackets 

 mount the SoS rudder by latching the grip hooks 
onto the brackets 

 tighten the two bolts 
 ready to go!  

Fits any transom! 
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Explosures see page 

Manuals 
      

 


